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Abstract—The present paper describes the transfer of ARTIC TTS to the real smartphone/communicator hardware, as the increasing penetration of such devices provides the solid base for the creation of special assistive technology applications, rendering the communication with hearing- or speaking-impaired people markedly more effective, simple and natural. As the target platform, the Google’s Android OS has been chosen. In the paper, the unique system software stack of the Android OS is described, and the specifics of low-resource hardware are discussed from the point of view of two ARTIC TTS technologies single unit instance and multiple unit instance (also known as unit selection). The performance of the ARTIC running on the given low-resource hardware is presented and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing increase in low-powered CPU speeds and memory sizes, followed by lowering their prices, results in the increased interest in smartphones and communicators. The first massive penetration was with the introduction of Apple’s iPhone, later followed by T-Mobile G1, on which Android [1], the new Linux-based OS maintaining by Google, was used. The Android OS very soon gained popularity and more and more smartphones appeared on the market.

The fairly acceptable price of such devices allows hearing-or speaking-impaired or disabled people to purchase them and use them as a valuable helping tool that makes their everyday communication with the rest of the population far more effective, natural and pleasant. In addition to our experience with (audio-)visual speech synthesis [3], [4] created to help hearing-impaired people, we are planning to create a special assistive application (running on the majority of today’s most common embedded platforms) for people with total laryngectomy surgery interposition. It will combine predictive keyboard based on LVCSR language modelling, adapting itself during its usage, with speech synthesizer immediately reading what is written. The aim is to allow more comfortable, intelligible, and to some extent also natural communication when compared to the use of electrolarynx device. However, to create such assistive tools, which are strictly language-dependent, we need a TTS system generating close-to-natural speech while leaving enough hardware resources for the application core and the rest of system, which also means not draining battery power almost only for running the TTS.

The fast-growing interest in smartphones presents, in general, a good opportunity for TTS systems, as they can be used not only for assistive technologies (although they are clearly the most meritorious), but also by text/SMS readers, navigation software and other tools allowing to detach the visual attention from the device in cases when it needs to be focused somewhere else (i.e. when driving a car).

In the paper, we have focused on the Android OS. Its choice was primarily due to the most limited support for C/C++ development (significantly wider range of C++ standard is supported by iOS or Windows CE/Mobile/Phone 7), which allows us to verify the platform independence of ARTIC TTS [2] as well as to identify obstacles to be solved before any assistive application can begin to be worked on. An additional - while unplanned - benefit is the ever-growing popularity of devices operating by the OS — according to [8], 36.4% of the new smartphones subscribed in the United States from January 2011 to April 2011 were powered exactly by the Android OS. The popularity is also increased by the ever-growing number of third party applications (over 150,000 application up to 10.2010) available for all the users of the OS through the on-line software store. In addition, the Android runs on wide range of devices from various manufactures.

The transformation of ARTIC TTS to a representative communicator device operated by the Android is described in the present paper. We describe the unique system software stack of the Android OS with the emphasis of specifics and limitations of C/C++ development and their influence on the TTS build process. Further, the specifics of low-resource hardware are discussed from the point of view of two TTS technologies single unit instance and multiple unit instance (also known as unit selection). The performance of the ARTIC running on a given low-resource hardware is presented and discussed with the focus on various aspects like speed and battery exhaustion.

II. ANDROID PLATFORM

The Android is the operating system designed in particular for mobile devices like smartphones and tablets, currently developed and maintained by Google. It is based on modified Linux kernel (the modifications are related mainly to suspend/resume of OS) and GNU software system utilities (dhcpcd, wpa-supplicant, bluez, dbus, SQLite, etc.), accomplishing low-level system tasks. On top of this, Android’s specific Java virtual machine, named Dalvik, provides for all the applications both interface to system components, and to Android’s display manager and the GUI itself. The choice of Java as the main (and mostly the only) interface to the
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system does thus not allow the development of purely native applications and custom system components. On the other hand, its effective fixing as the main programming language for the OS allowed the rapid development of the enormous number of 3rd party applications, mostly by independent individuals.

The drawback of this solution is that the porting of already existing non-Java applications has become much more complicated. Although there is native development kit (NDK) available for the development in C/C++, its very limited support of C/C++ features and interaction with the system may cause hard-to-solve issues. Namely, the following constraints must be taken into account for NDK < rev.A:

- GNU libc does not exist on Android, a subset called bionic exists instead
- only limited support of C++ code, RTTI and Exceptions are explicitly not supported (although the lack of exceptions support is mentioned for Android v1.5 only)
- standard low-level C++ libraries like STL are not supported
- ports of common libraries used on GNU-Linux are rare, and, if exist, they must be linked statically (cannot be installed system-wide)
- documentation is sparse, incorrect, and sometimes confusing
- building is carried out by Android’s native cross-compiler toolchain, widely used tools like CMake are not supported

It is due to the fact that the NDK has not been intended as a full alternative to Android’s Java development model. According to the documentation, the native code should only be used very rarely, typically for libraries with “self-contained CPU-intensive operations that don’t allocate much memory”.

As the ARTIC TTS engine is written in C++, those limitations may complicate, limit or even prevent the possibility of transforming the TTS under that platform. This is why we have chosen it, because simply being able to get ARTIC working under Android we will be able to get it working under all not-as-much limited platforms (e.g. iOS or various smartphone-Windows).

A. ARTIC for the Android Platform

Although ARTIC TTS is written in C++, from the very beginning of its development it has been emphasised that non-standard features and third-party libraries should be avoided wherever possible. This decision has proved beneficial to us, as there are no parts of the engine with features not-supported by the NDK. The only exception is the support of exceptions, but using an unofficial alternative NDK build [14] of the same version has solved this issue without any extra work.

The largest amount of work was spent on the transformation of the building process since ARTIC employs the CMake building system. Since there is a wide range of possible ARTIC build configurations, rather than converting the building process to the NDK’s native building tools, we have decided to create a new CMake toolchain tied to Android’s NDK. This allows us to transfer the already tuned flexibility of the TTS build to the Android without any need to rewrite it.

The testing application, including the ARTIC TTS library, was installed into the default applications location within phone’s internal memory, the speech unit database files were copied to the data storage from which they were “mapped to memory” (mmap() function under Linux). The Android OS version 2.2 (Froyo) was installed on the device.

III. ARTIC EXPERIMENTS

There are two speech synthesis technologies employed within the ARTIC TTS – single instance unit (SUI) and multiple instance unit synthesis. The SUI version uses one off-line pre-selected candidate for each speech unit (triphone) [2]. Speech signal of the candidates must then be modified according to the prosodic contours estimated by prosody generator module [9]. This version is primarily intended for low/lower-resource hardware, as the speech unit database fits into several megabytes of space — customizable from 430MB, depending on the units clustering level and speech compression methods chosen. On the other hand, the modifications of speech makes it sound more robotic [10].

On the contrary, the MUI version (also known as unit selection) uses for each unit (diphone) all the candidates recorded in the speech corpus [2], [11], or optionally their subset, and the best candidate used to create synthetic speech is chosen according to the actual structure of synthesized phrase. Apart from the huge size of speech unit database — depending on candidates reduction level [12], [13] it scales from 600 down to approximately 100MB. The selection algorithm itself needs, naturally, much more computing power than the SUI version. Its significant advantage is, however, that the quality of synthetic speech is nearly natural-sounding.
A. Performance Measure

The speech segment database used for the experiments was recorded by a male semi-professional speaker in special echo-less recording studio. It consists of 12,242 utterances yielding approximately 18.5 hours of speech (without pauses) [15], [16]. The corpus was segmented into phones automatically [5], [6], and triphone SUI and diphone MUI speech segment databases were created from that data. When in use, the database is “mapped to memory” from the communicator’s data storage memory.

The measurement of the performance of Android’s ARTIC build was split into initialization and synthesis parts. The initialization measured the time required to index units in the speech units database, which depends on its size. The synthesis part measured the time required for the synthesis of 250 clauses (giving 314 phrases), which resulted in approximately 14 minutes of synthetic speech. Each experiment (both initialization and synthesis) was repeated 5 times.

For both parts, the battery consumption was measured as well. This measuring, however, was only approximate, as Android does not expose interface for exact battery level check; instead, it sends events when the battery level changes. Let us note that to be able to measure the power consumption related to the TTS run, the synthetic speech was not actually played (energy consumed by 30 seconds of synthesis will surely be lower than consumption of 10 minutes more of playback, no matter lower load of hardware). Therefore, the playback duration was computed from speech length.

B. ARTIC SUI Version

The speech segment database for SUI version consisted of 5662 unique triphones and occupied approximately 20.4 MB on data storage. Using more efficient compression, its size can be reduced down to 5 MB. Further size reduction, down to about 1.6 MB [7], can be achieved by more aggressive triphones clustering during the HMM segmentation phase, although the pressure to clustering may of course affect the quality of synthetic speech. Such reduction, nevertheless, would have positive effect on the initialization part.

Considering the named size, Table II collects the results of performance measured on both devices. It can be seen from the Table that the first initialization took approximately 5.5 seconds on HTC, which is not negligible, yet still acceptable, amount of time. The Samsung was significantly faster in reading the inventory from storage memory, which may be caused by the different technologies used for storage memory — we have checked by AnTuTu benchmark that Samsung reads data about 4 times faster from the storage.

The following initializations took only a few dozen milliseconds, most likely due to data caching, where the database is read from system’s file cache in memory, instead of from the much slower storage memory. The battery exhaustion during the initialization was unmeasurable. Also the performance of the synthesis is rather good and comparable on both devices — synthesizing text almost 20 times faster than it is played guarantees enough power reserve for other concurrently running applications and the system itself. Such numbers, however, are not very surprising, considering the intended simplicity of methods used in the SUI version. The battery exhaustion was unmeasurable for each individual experiment, with about 2% of energy consumed by HTC during the whole experiment (it took about 4 minutes of pure TTS runtime, but 70 minutes of speech were generated), with the device’s display switched on. Samsung consumed less than 1% of battery power during synthesis (although we were not able to get exact number). It is not surprising, regarding its larger battery capacity.

C. ARTIC MUI Version

The following results are related to the MUI version. Although this version is rather intended for desktop computers or servers, it is very interesting to look how it performs on the lower-resource device. For the experiment, however, there had to be a few adjustments of the system used otherwise. Firstly, aggressive pruning [17] was switched on. This speeds up the selection algorithm more than 50 times, without a considerable impact on speech quality observed [17]. Secondly, the size of speech segment database was shrunk from 590 MB to about 360 MB. It has been achieved by a technique which preserves phrases containing only the most often used candidates [13], with coverage set to 85% (phrase was transformed into database only if it contains any candidate out of those 85% candidates used most frequently to create synthetic speech). Such coverage has been chosen ad-hoc, making speech database small enough to be mapped to the smartphone’s memory and preserving a rather larger number of candidates. Similar to SUI version, further size reduction can be achieved by lowering the coverage, which, however, may have a negative impact on the quality of synthetic speech since fewer unit candidates are available in the selection process. Except those two adjustments, there were no other changes involved either in TTS engine or speech segments database.

The results of the experiment are shown in Table III. The initialization part of the TTS engine was unacceptably slow...
slow on HTC, taking more than 3 minutes to get the engine ready. However, considering that 360MB must be read from SD card and processed virtually Byte-by-Byte, it is not surprising. Moreover, there is also no "caching effect" observable, again, most likely due to the size of the segment database. About 3–4% of battery power were consumed for all the 5 consecutive experiments, with display switched on. Samsung device was faster again, with unmeasurable battery exhausting (which is expected since the speed of reading). Still, 50 seconds are rather slow for everyday use, as the application may be removed from memory any-time by the OS. On the other hand, the performance of synthesis looks fairly promising, especially for HTC. It is able to generate speech more than 6 times faster than it can be played, with about 4% of energy consumption for both devices (for 11 minutes of pure TTS runtime, with display being on as well) – such behaviour could already be acceptable. Samsung was slower in speech synthesis, most likely due to its slower FPU (checked also by benchmark).

Surely, the lower the inventory size, the better performance can be expected. The unclear issue pertaining to the reduction, carried out by lowering the number of unit candidates, is, however, the quality of synthesized speech. It was not examined during the experiment due to being unrelated to the topic of the paper.

IV. CONCLUSION

It was shown that the ARTIC can run fairly well on devices powered by Android OS. It encourages us that it can be transferred (without significant effort) onto any of today’s platforms supporting at least a basic set of standard C++ features.

It is also clear that the SUI approach should still be considered for its simplicity and small runtime requirements, even contrary to HMM synthesis with much more complicated signal decoder. Although it can be objected that the SUI-generated speech sounds noticeably less natural than that MUI-generated, the more background noise surrounds the listener (i.e. on street, in shop, or when driving a car), the less the difference is being focused on by listeners.

As regards the MUI version, mostly its initialization performance suffers on the devices with slower storage memory access. To some extend it can be overcome by a better signal compression methods — the examples presented were compressed about 4 times when compared to storing full waveforms of speech units. We are close to finishing new method achieving approximately 9 times compression, which is expected to lead to 240 MB for full inventory or 160 MB for the reduced inventory respectively. Moreover, a different candidates reduction technique (e.g. [12]) can be used to exclude rarely used unit candidates from the units inventory more effectively. The impact of these methods on the quality of synthetic speech, however, still needs to be addressed.

Regarding the planned application, introducing the need of the transformation of ARTIC to platforms with limited resources, it was shown that to employ ARTIC as the TTS backend will not be virtually any obstacle.
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